
(carbapenem-resistant), andClostridium difficile (spore). Each test (tape and
bacteria combination) was done in 3 or 6 replicates; each bacterial enumer-
ationwas the averageofduplicateplates.Thedetection limit for thismethod is
8CFUper sample,which is equivalent to 0.9 log10.Results:The results for all
tapes tested showed a statistically significant lower mean log10 recovery of
each of the microorganisms tested for packaged versus unpackaged tape
(Figure 1). The mean differences of log10 recoveries from a packaged and
unpackaged tape ranged from 2.51 log10 (for S. aureus on Micropore S) to
4.64 log10 (for K. pneumoniae on Medipore H). This is equivalent to
99%–99.99% cross-contamination protection from the 4 organisms tested.
Conclusions: Individual packaging of medical tape rolls protects them from
externalcontaminants.Even if thepackagingbecomescontaminated, the tape
retrieved from the package will be significantly less contaminated than it
wouldhavebeen fromexposure to thesamecontaminantswithoutpackaging.
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Nursing-Home Patient Functional and Microbiota Status Drive
Environmental Contamination with Vancomycin-Resistant
Enterococci
Joyce Wang; Betsy Foxman; A. Krishna Rao; Lona Mody and Evan Snitkin

Background: Patient colonization and shedding of vancomycin-resistant
enterococci (VRE) is a major source of environmental contamination lead-
ing to VRE transmission in nursing homes. We hypothesize that we can
inform mitigation strategies by identifying patient clinical and microbiota
features associated with environmental contamination with VRE.
Methods: During a 6-month period of active surveillance in 6 Michigan
nursing homes, 245 patients (with 806 follow-up visits) were enrolled.
Patient clinical data and swabs for VRE were collected from multiple body
sites and high-touch environmental surfaces. In total, 316 perirectal swabs
were collected from 137 patients for gut microbiota analysis and commu-
nity status type (CST) assignment based on taxonomic composition. The
associations between VRE colonization pattern, gut microbial CST, and
patient factors were examined using multivariable generalized estimating
equations, adjusting for patient-and facility-level clustering. We used VRE
colonization patterns to group study visits: “uncolonized” (patient−/envi-
ronment−); “environment-only” (patient−/environment+); “patient-only”
(patient+/environment−); “both” (patient+/environment+). Results:
Across all study visits, VRE colonization on patient hand and groin/peri-
rectal area was positively correlated with VRE contamination of high-
touch environmental surfaces, suggesting direct transfer of VRE between
patient and environment via patient hands (Figure 1A). We next set out to

identify patient factors associated with patient colonization and environ-
mental contamination. At baseline, while patients in the “both” group
had anticipated risk factors such as longer prior hospitalization and more
frequent broad-spectrum antibiotic use, they were unexpectedly younger
than “uncolonized” patients and had similar functional status. This last
feature contrasted with the “patient-only” group, characterized by higher
urinary catheter use and higher functional dependence, suggestive of
lower functional dependence facilitating patient contamination of their
environment. No clinical features distinguished “uncolonized” and
“environment-only” patients (Table 1). Lastly, in multivariable analyses,
we determined the contribution of patient functional status and gut
microbiota features to environmental contamination. Low-diversity
CST, characterized by reduced anaerobic taxa, was weakly associated with
“patient-only” and significantly associated with “both.” Notably, high
functional dependence was significantly associated with “environment-
only” and “patient-only” but not “both,” indicating high-functioning
patients with disrupted gut microbiota as drivers of environmental con-
tamination (Figure 1B). Conclusions: Our findings suggest that antimi-
crobial exposure disrupts patient gut microbiota, a significant mediator
of colonization dynamics between patients and their environment, and
that high-functioning patients may be more likely to spread VRE between
their body sites and high-touch environmental surfaces (Figure 2). These
findings highlight both antibiotic stewardship and patient hand hygiene
as important targets for interrupting transmission mediated by environ-
mental contamination.
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